Algorithms to infer isoform expression abundance from RNA-seq have been greatly improved in 7 accuracy during the past ten years. However, due to incomplete reference transcriptomes, mapping er-8 rors, incomplete sequencing bias models, or mistakes made by the algorithm, the quantification model 9 sometimes could not explain all aspects of the input read data, and misquantification can occur. Here, we 10 develop a computational method to detect instances where a quantification model could not thoroughly 11 explain the input. Specifically, our approach identifies transcripts where the read coverage has significant 12 deviations from the expectation. We call these transcripts "expression anomalies", and they represent in-13 stances where the quantification estimates may be in doubt. We further develop a method to attribute 14 the cause of anomalies to either the incompleteness of the reference transcriptome or the algorithmic 15 mistakes, and we show that our method precisely detects misquantifications with both causes. By cor- 16 recting the misquantifications that are labeled as algorithmic mistakes, the number of false predictions of 17 differentially expressed transcripts can be reduced. Applying anomaly detection to 30 GEUVADIS and 18 16 Human Body Map samples, we detect 103 genes with potential unannotated isoforms. These genes 19 tend to be longer than average, and contain a very long exon near 3 end that the unannotated isoform 20 excludes. Anomaly detection is a new approach for investigating the expression quantification problem 21 that may find wider use in other areas of genomics. 22 While modern RNA-seq quantification algorithms [e.g. 1-7] often achieve high accuracy, there remain situ-25 ations where they give erroneous quantifications. For example, most quantifiers rely on a predetermined set 26 of possible transcripts; missing or incorrect transcripts may cause incorrect quantifications. Read mapping 27 mistakes and unexpected sequencing artifacts introducing technical biases also lead to misquantifications.
: Diagram of SAD. SAD detects anomalies by calculating an anomaly metric and the significance of its value. To further distinguish the potential cause of the anomalies, it re-assigns the reads across isoforms and checks whether the anomaly metric becomes insignificant after re-assignment. The anomalies whose anomaly metrics become insignificant are categorized as adjustable anomalies, and considered to be caused by quantification algorithm mistake. The anomalies whose anomaly metrics remain significant are categorized as unadjustable anomalies, and considered to be caused by the unannotated transcript sequences, that is, the incompleteness of the reference transcriptome.
Examples of detected anomalies 142
We provide some examples of the detected anomalies after applying SAD to 30 GEUVADIS [24] and 16 143 Human Body Map datasets [25] . The 30 GEUVADIS samples are the same as in the work of Patro et al. (Figure 2A) . This under-expression anomaly can be adjusted by re-assigning reads between this and an-154 other isoform, ENST00000225525.3 ( Figure 2B ). The expression estimations are changed according to the 155 adjustment: the abundance ratio between these two isoforms decreases from 4.5 to 0.9. The difference be-156 tween the two isoforms is that the second exon of ENST00000225525.3 is excluded in ENST00000611779.4 The adjusted quantification of SAD reduces the number of false positive calls in detecting differentially ex-183 pressed transcripts. Previously, Patro et al. [7] showed that the 30 TSI samples from GEUVADIS dataset [24] 184 likely do not have differential expressed transcripts, but quantification mistakes can lead to false positive 185 differential expression (DE) predictions across sequencing center batches. They also showed that a more 186 accurate quantification can reduce the number of false positive detections. We apply SAD to the same this data, the number of DE transcripts is reduced by about 2.4% -6% with various FDR threshold when 192 using SAD-adjusted quantification compared to Salmon's original quantification (Table 1) . This provides 193 evidence that these anomalies are likely true errors, that are correctable using a different read re-assignment 194 procedure from Salmon. Supplementary Table for the full list). These genes span 23 chromosomes and contain various number 200 of annotated isoforms ranging from 1 to 24. One common pattern about these genes is that they tend to be 201 long, and the existence of unadjustable anomalies may be related to the gene structure.
202
For most anomaly transcripts of these common genes, the over-expressed regions tend to mainly overlap 203 with the first half of the transcripts near the 5 end ( Figure 5B ). Correspondingly, the under-expressed regions 204 are usually located towards the second half of the transcripts near the 3 end. The under-expression anomaly 205 regions usually only span one exon or a partial exon ( Figure 5C ). This tends to be true no matter whether 206 their under-expression region mainly overlaps the first half or second half of the transcript. This suggests that 207 there possibly exist unannotated transcripts that have the same intron chain but different transcript starting 208 and ending locations from the known ones. We use single-exon-spanning region to refer to the region only 209 spanning one or a partial exon. Meanwhile, there are 40%-50% of the unadjustable anomalies that do not have a corresponding isoform 224 assembled by transcriptome assemblers. Assuming the expected coverage distribution is modeled correctly, 225 these unadjustable anomalies are likely to indicate true novel isoforms that are not able to be detected by 226 transcriptome assemblers. This is somewhat surprising, but not entirely unexpected given the low overall 227 sensitivity of transcript assembly methods.
228
While we hypothesize that the unadjustable anomalies are caused by the existence of unannotated tran- The unadjustable anomalies reflect the simulated novel transcript sequences with 3%-35% higher pre-238 cision compared to transcriptome assembly methods ( Figure 6A, Supplementary Figure S2A ). (See Supple-239 mentary Text for the detail of running transcriptome assembly software.) In this comparison, the precision 240 is calculated only for novel isoforms without new splicing junctions, in which case transcriptome assembly 241 could not use accurate spliced alignment to detect novel isoforms. We consider the following two types of 242 assembled transcripts as novel isoforms: (1) the intron chain of the assembled transcript does not exactly 243 match the intron chain of any existing transcript; (2) the intron chain exactly matches one existing transcript, 244 but either transcript starting position or stopping position is more than 200 bp away from the matched exist-245 ing transcript. Transcriptome assembly methods tend to reconstruct novel isoforms for far more genes than 246 the anomolies detected by SAD. To compare the precision on the same ground, we select the same number 247 of predictions for transcriptome assembly and SAD by selecting those assembled transcripts with the highest 248 coverage. The main advantage of SAD is precision, but not sensitivity, because not not all unannotated iso-249 forms will significantly alter the coverage of known ones (Supplementary Figure S2B) . The higher precision 250 of SAD is possibly due to the accurate expected distribution used by Salmon, whereas transcriptome assem-251 bly methods usually assume a uniform coverage in the algorithms. When the simulated novel isoforms do 252 not contain new splicing junctions, the coverage is the main indicator of new starting or ending sites of the 253 isoform. In this case, SAD is able to detect the novel isoforms more precisely than transcriptome assembly 254 methods by taking advantage of the accurate expected distribution.
255
In addition, the adjusted quantification of SAD is more accurate compared to the original Salmon quan-256 tification [7] ( Figure 6B, Supplementary Figure S3 ) on simulation data. SAD is able to reduce the level of 257 misquantification for adjustable anomalies. The accuracy of quantification is measured by the mean ARD 258 (absolute relative difference) [7] between the quantification and the simulated ground truth. ARD is the ab-259 solute difference between the estimation and the true value, normalized by the sum of the estimation and the 260 true value. A smaller value of mean ARD indicates an estimator that is closer to the ground truth. However, 261 the accuracy improvement of SAD decreases as more isoforms of one gene are involved in the quantification 262 adjustment. The decrease of improvement is possibly because the estimation error in the expected distribu-263 tion is magnified when the LP coefficient matrix used by SAD is large in size and potentially ill-conditioned.
264
When the coefficient matrix is ill-conditioned in the linear system, the output can greatly change even with 265 a small error in the input. re-assigning reads across isoforms to minimize the number of significant anomaly scores. We show on sim-273 ulation data that the detected anomalies and the categorization is reasonable: the unadjustable anomalies 274 predict the existence of novel isoform with higher precision than transcriptome assembly methods, and the 275 read re-assignment leads to adjusted quantification that is closer to the simulated ground truth compared to 
294
For novel isoform detection, only the existence is predicted by SAD, not the sequence or exon-intron 295 structure of the novel isoforms. Retrieving the exon-intron structure remains a problem. Simply combining 296 the existence prediction of SAD with the assembled sequences from transcriptome assembly does not solve 297 the problem of reconstructing novel isoform sequences. About 40%-50% of SAD's predictions are not 298 assembled by transcriptome assembly methods in the GEUVADIS and the Human Body Map datasets.
299
Incorporating the expected coverage distribution in transcriptome assembly may be a direction to predict the 300 exact exon-intron structure of the novel isoforms.
301
An improvement in the accuracy of the approximation of the expected distribution may further increase 302 the accuracy in novel isoform prediction and re-quantification by SAD. Currently, the expected distribu-303 tion is approximated by a bias correction model that uses GC, sequence, and position biases. However, the 304 sequence bias may also be affected by secondary structure of cDNA, which is not considered in current mod-305 eling of biases. Additionally, different subtypes of biases can be coupled together, meaning that inferring each transcript position to be the number of fragments starting at this position, while the classic definition 331 considers the number of fragments spanning the position. We use the fragment start definition for calculat-332 ing both the observed and the expected coverage distribution. The observed and the expected coverage are 333 comparable if they are calculated using the same definition. Since the fragment length distribution is often 334 assumed to be a Gaussian distribution with a smaller variance compared to the mean, the coverage distri-335 bution under the fragment start definition is approximately the same as the one under the classic definition 336 plus a shift.
337
Definition 4.2 (Regional over-(under-)expression score). Given transcript t with length l, denote the ex-338 pected coverage distribution as exp, and the observed coverage distribution as obs, the over-expression
The under-expression score of region [a, b] is
The over-expression and under-expression scores are defined as the probability difference between the 342 observed coverage and the expected coverage distribution within region [a, b] . The probability difference 343 represents the degree of inconsistency between the two distribution at the given region. The scores indicate 344 the fraction of reads to take away (or add to) from the region in order for the two distributions to match each 345 other.
346
Definition 4.3 (Transcript-level anomaly metric). For a transcript t with length l, the over-expression 347 anomaly of the transcript is defined as
The under-expression anomaly of the transcript is defined as
The transcript-level anomaly metric is defined by the largest over-or under-expression score across all 350 continuous regions. The value of the anomaly metric cannot be directly used to indicate an anomaly because its value can be con- of an anomaly score, we are able to distinguish between true quantification anomalies and randomness from 361 known confounding factors.
362
We model the value of the anomaly metric probabilistically given the two confounding factors (Figure 7) . 363 We use the model to indicate the distribution of the anomaly metric under the null hypothesis that it is not 364 a true anomaly. For the transcript abundance confounding factor, we assume the observed distribution is 365 generated from the hidden expected distribution through a multinomial distribution parameterized by the 366 given number of reads, n. For the estimation error of the expected distribution, we assume the error in 367 the expected distribution is Gaussian. We model the true expected distribution with a hidden variable that 368 is equal to the estimated distribution plus error. We further assume that the Gaussian estimation error is 369 generally the same across all transcripts. In practice, transcripts have different lengths and the Gaussian 370 error vectors differ relative to the lengths. We therefore bin the transcripts with similar lengths into the same 371 number of bins, and estimate a shared mean shift parameter µ and covariance Σ for the transcripts with the Figure 7 : The probability relationship among the expected distribution, the observed distribution, and the estimator of the expected distribution. exp is the expected coverage, obs is the observed coverage, est is the estimation for the expected coverage. Here, exp is a hidden variable, while obs and est are observed. obs follows a multinomial distribution parameterized by the number of reads n and the expected coverage exp. est follows a Gaussian distribution with mean shift µ and covariance matrix Σ. We assume that the estimation errors of the expected coverage have the same pattern for all transcripts, and therefore µ and Σ are shared among all transcripts.
same number of bins.
373
The variables and parameters of the model (Figue 7) can be retrieved or estimated as follows. obs P(obs t | exp t )P(est t | exp t , µ, Σ)P(exp t )d(exp t ) .
However, the above likelihood function does not have a closed form solution and may require using an 380 expectation maximization (EM) approach for optimization, which is more than necessary. Instead, we 381 estimate µ and Σ using the following approximation: the multinomial distribution for the observed coverage 382 can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution when the number of reads n is large enough:
where f : R m −→ R m×m maps the m-dimension probability vector of the multinomial distribution into between obs and est can be approximated by the following Gaussian distribution
We therefore approximate µ and Σ by selecting transcripts with enough reads for each length group, and fit mation, x takes value in a grid to sum the probabilities instead of computing the full integral. Since the 428 regional anomaly metric focuses on a fixed region, the multinomial distribution can be collapsed into bi-429 nomial distribution to represent the probability of generating a read from that region. The multi-variate 430 Gaussian distribution can also be collapsed to a single-variate Gaussian distribution to present the expected 431 estimation bias and variance of the region. With all multi-variate distributions collapsed into single-variate 432 distributions, it is feasible to numerically calculate the integral in equation 11. In SAD, the p-value of the 433 regional over-(under-) expression score is always calculated using the numerical approximation, while the 434 p-value of the transcript-level anomaly is calculated empirically by sampling.
435
In practice, we do not calculate the p-value for transcripts with very low abundance. When the random-436 ness of read sampling is very large, we simply assume that the p-value will be dominated by the randomness 437 instead of incomplete reference transcriptome or quantification algorithm mistake. We only calculate a p-438 value for transcripts with average base pair coverage > 0.01. Using a threshold of 0.01 is equivalent to after the re-distribution is naturally reduced. Accordingly, the anomaly score will decrease and the p-value will increase. We apply LP re-distribution separately for each gene since most reads are only multi-aligned 473 across isoforms from the same gene.
474
To do this, we take the gene sequence to be the concatenation of all unique base pairs in its exons. The 475 observed and the expected coverages are converted into gene-level coordinates. In this process, the observed 476 coverage is not normalized and sums to the number of reads in the transcript assigned by Salmon [7] . Denote 477 the set of transcripts of a gene by T , the expected distribution of transcript t ∈ T as exp t , and the observed 478 read count vector is obs t . For transcript t 1 and t 2 within the same gene, exp t 1 , exp t 2 , obs t 1 and obs t 2 are of 479 the same length. The LP for the re-assignment is
Variables α t stand for the expected number of expressed reads from transcript t. The actual number of reads
